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I think this is my frist review ever, maybe second. I have 60 vive games, and none of them have me as excited as this game. I
just flew around the city, and with the guns and ranking, I imagine this is going to become a multiplayer of epic proportions.
Hopefully there will be upgraded guns, leveling, new skills, upgraded wings and jets, etc. This is very fun just zooming around
with no one else there. I imagine an MMO for this game will be the best experience on the vive hands down.. Sadly, I cannot
recommend this game. It *looks* good, but it lets you down. The core of the game's problems is an overall lack of polish. Seems
like the developers spent a lot of time on the cinematics and not enough time on the core gameplay.. A nice game from the
Crafty Studios. The graphics are well made and the game mechnics make totally sense.
I used to play Oil Empire in the 90s and this one is a really good follow up in these kind of games.

The balancing is well made and it's not too easy to get rich :) There are lots of scenarios available and a free play where you just
go :)

The development seems to come along good in the "early access" phase and I'm really looking forward to the finished game,
when it's ready.

This one promises a lot of fun hours.. Sacrificed all my sleep to date a sexy prince.

10/10 would kiss a hamster again.. Awesome game with a chilling message to tell regarding survival. The game will leave you
with an understanding that there are really no black and white when it comes to survival.. Great Expansion, just wait for a sale
like I did.... This is a scary hard spider man side scroller simulater.. Obviously a really basic RPG engine with modest but decent
art and music. The story and atmosphere is a mix of Blade Runner and Dune. If you like sci-fi like that, then you might get
drawn into the compelling story and find out what the mystery is all about. The first part of the game has a lot of basic errand
tasks to complete, which verges on tedious but which ultimately does lead somewhere if you stick with it. Feels like the work of
a small but passionate team, with a tight budget. That said it's really cool to the result and understand what's possible.
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Just a masterpiece, really.. Do I recommend this game? YES
The game launch was a disaster. Yet where many games would tuck tail, grab as much income as possible and bail, Hello (the
dev) stuck with it. They turned this game into everything it should be. Now we are getting true multiplayer and VR!
NOW is the time to pull the trigger on this game.
To the devs: Thanks for doing the right thing.. I hate this game. It is no fun.. Played it a couple of times before release, great
local multiplayer game, would be cool with a online multiplayer version.. Blueberry Garden is probably one of the cheapest
indie game ever made. Yes it got a few indie awards here and there, but don't let that fool you. This game is primarily an artsy
fartsy game with very limited game play value. Trust me there is no reason for you to play this game again once you have beaten
it. There are no achievements to gain, and the outcome of the game doesn\u2019t change. Blueberry Garden is first and
foremost an art. If you can\u2019t respect\/appreciate art, don\u2019t expect much out of this game.. I don't think the
Adventure or Casual tags belong here, but this is a great little 3d video. The term opera fits for everything but its length which is
sadly only a few minutes. Definatly worth a look.. This is pretty fun game :-). Amazingly accurately responsive.. Grabbed this
while on sale as an alternative to Cities Skylines and simcity4. Waste of money. This game is worse than cities XL series. Stay
away.. As an achievement♥♥♥♥♥, 1 achievement is a win.
Sadly, this game is an utter piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ downloading takes goddamned forever
It looks like♥♥♥♥♥♥ it plays like♥♥♥♥♥♥ it's♥♥♥♥♥♥with everything.

Don't even bother for the achievement, you're wasting more time with their dumb launcher than anything other. Fun game, very
similar to the other Lego games. There's a glitch at London town where you have to break the glass and move the knights to get
the door to open. after you turn the wheel the middle checker board piece doesn't work. I can only ever get one knight acrross it
and once I turn the wheel to try tot get the other knight accross it doesn't work anymore. The knight get's stuck and it won't let
me push the second knight over to the green squars. This is the only thing keeping me from 100%. Hopefully it gets fixed and a
patch is provided.
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